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ABSTRACT

Recommender systems based on Collaborative Filtering (CF) techniques have achieved great success in e-commerce, social networks and various other applications on the Web. However, problems such as data sparsity and scalability are still important issues to be investigated in CF algorithms. In this paper, we present a novel CF framework that is based on Bordered Block Diagonal Form (BBDF) matrices attempting to meet the challenges of data sparsity and scalability. In this framework, general and special interests of users are distinguished, which helps to improve prediction accuracy in collaborative filtering tasks. Experimental results on four real-world datasets show that the proposed framework helps many traditional CF algorithms to make more accurate rating predictions. Moreover, by leveraging smaller and denser submatrices to make predictions, this framework contributes to the scalability of recommender systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Filtering; H.3.5 [Online Information Services]: Web-based services
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1. INTRODUCTION

This is an era of Big Data. The past years have witnessed a great explosion of data on the World Wide Web, which makes it difficult for users to find the information that they are really interested in on the internet. Recommender Systems attempt to meet these challenges by recommending the items that the users are potentially interested in, which is playing an important role on the Web that is becoming more and more personalized. With the ability to make recommendations without clear content descriptions of items, Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithms based on user-item rating matrices have been widely applied in various recommender systems thus far [22]. One of the core tasks of CF algorithms is to predict the scores that a user might rate on the items that he or she did not collect, and recommendations are then presented based on the predictions.

However, CF-based recommendation algorithms also suffer from the problems of data sparsity and systems scalability. Previous research attempting to address these problems mainly focus on various matrix-clustering [11, 26, 27, 37, 32] and community detection [6, 34, 23] techniques. Clustering-based approaches group users and/or items into clusters for CF. However, the clusters are usually difficult to interpret, and they usually assume that a user or an item should fall into one particular cluster, which might not be a reasonable assumption in reality. Community detection approaches based on user-item bipartite graphs attempt to improve accuracy and diversity by detecting user-item communities, but it is usually difficult for them to take advantage of various successful CF techniques on rating matrices.

In this work, we present a general CF framework based on Bordered Block Diagonal Form (BBDF) matrices. Figure 1 gives an example of the matrix structures to be leveraged in this framework. Figure 1(a) is a rating matrix, where each row/column/cross represents a user/item/rating, respectively. Figure 1(b) is a BBDF structure of the original matrix, where Row4, Row9 and Column7 are permuted to ‘borders’, and the remaining parts are thus permuted into two ‘diagonal blocks’. Moreover, the permuting procedure is conducted recursively on the first diagonal block.

Permuting a sparse matrix into BBDF structure is equivalent to conducting Graph Partitioning by Vertex Separator (GPVS)-based community detection algorithms on its corresponding bipartite graph [1]. For example, Figure 2(a) is the bipartite graph for the matrix in Figure 1(a) and the GPVS result in Figure 2(b) corresponds to the BBDF matrix in Figure 1(b). In addition, the framework is compatible with any existing CF algorithm that is based on user-item rating matrices, which makes it capable of combining the
advantages of community detection and matrix clustering techniques as well as making use of various CF algorithms. In summary, the contributions of the paper are:

- To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time to attempt to investigate a general and easily interpretable structure of rating matrices under the background of CF recommendation tasks.
- The relationship between BBDF structures of rating matrices and community detection on bipartite graphs is investigated.
- A density-based algorithm is designed to transform rating matrices into BBDF structures and a general CF framework is proposed to make rating predictions.
- Both the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed framework are verified through experimental studies.

The remainder of this paper will be organized as follows: section 2 reviews some related work, and section 3 introduces some preliminaries. Section 4 presents the proposed algorithms and framework. Experimental settings and results are shown in section 5, and section 6 concludes the work and provides some future directions.

2. RELATED WORK

Collaborative Filtering (CF) \cite{22, 2} algorithms based on user-item rating matrices attempt to make recommendations by discovering and leveraging the knowledge of a user’s preferences as well as the knowledge of others. They take advantage of the wisdom of crowds, and usually, they have no special requirements on items or domains.

User-based \cite{28} and Item-based \cite{29} CF algorithms are two best-known CF methods falling into the category of nearest neighbor approaches \cite{22}, which attempt to find the neighborhood of like-minded users or similar items to make rating predictions. Although simple to implement in practical systems, nearest neighbor approaches are usually unable to detect item synonyms and are also computationally expensive in real-world recommender systems.

The Matrix Factorization (MF) \cite{16} approaches factorize a rating matrix into products of real-valued component matrices. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) \cite{31, 35} and Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) \cite{17, 38, 19} methods are typical MF algorithms investigated. However, the computationally expensive training components of these methods make them not scalable enough and impractical to conduct frequent model re-training. Incremental and distributed versions of SVD and NMF algorithms \cite{4, 32, 30, 21, 10} partially alleviate this problem, but they are still not efficient enough because the effects of small updates to the rating matrix are not localized.

Various matrix clustering techniques have been investigated attempting to address the problems of efficiency, scalability and sparsity. User and item clustering methods \cite{26} cluster user or item vectors first, and nearest neighbors of a user or item are restricted to its cluster. Some other matrix clustering techniques, such as co-clustering \cite{7, 18, 11}, ping-pong algorithm \cite{27} and clustered low-rank approximation \cite{33}, cluster users and items at the same time, and the procedure of rating prediction takes advantage of these user-item clusters. By utilizing clusters, the scalability of recommender systems is usually improved, but clusters are usually difficult to interpret. In addition, these approaches usually force a user or item to fall into a single cluster, which might not be a reasonable assumption in real-world applications.

Recently, community detection techniques based on graphs have been investigated extensively with the rapid growth of social networks \cite{20, 24, 23, 6, 25}, which helps to improve both the accuracy and diversity of the recommender systems by extracting user or item communities.

In fact, permuting a sparse matrix into BBDF structure is equivalent to conducting community detection with Graph Partitioning by Vertex Separator (GPVS) algorithms on its corresponding bipartite graph \cite{1, 3, 15}. Any collaborative filtering method can still be applied to the permuted matrix without any modification, but by leveraging user-item community information therein, more accurate and specific recommendations can be made.

3. PRELIMINARIES

Some preliminaries are presented in this section, which will be the basis of the BBDF permutation algorithm and the CF framework to be proposed in Section 4.

**Definition 1. Bordered Block Diagonal Form (BBDF).** Matrix $A$ is in Bordered Block Diagonal Form if:

$$
A = \begin{bmatrix}
A_{11} & A_{12} & \cdots & A_{1k} & A_{1B} \\
A_{21} & A_{22} & \cdots & A_{2k} & A_{2B} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
A_{k1} & A_{k2} & \cdots & A_{kk} & A_{kB} \\
A_{B1} & A_{B2} & \cdots & A_{Bk} & A_{BB}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
D_1 & C_1 \\
D_2 & C_2 \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
D_k & C_k
\end{bmatrix}
$$

Namely, $A_{ij} = 0$ ($i \neq j, 1 \leq i, j \leq k$). Each $D_i$ ($1 \leq i \leq k$) is a ‘diagonal block’, $R = [R_1 \cdots R_k]$ and $C = [C^T \cdots C^T B^T]^T$ are ‘borders’. Recursively, each of the diagonal blocks $D_i$ can also be in the BBDF structure.

BBDF structure is a generalization of Block Diagonal Form (BDF) matrices, for example, $A = \text{diag}(D_1, D_2, \cdots, D_k)$, where the latter has no border. Intuituionally, a diagonal block in a BBDF matrix is a ‘user-item community’, with its users and items being its ‘dominant’ users and items. The borders can be viewed as ‘super’ users and items among communities. Super users are users whose tastes are relatively broad and fall into different communities, and super items are items favored by users from different communities.

**Definition 2. Graph Partitioning by Vertex Separator (GPVS)-based Community Detection.** Consider an undirected graph $G = (V, E)$. $\text{Adj}(v)$ denotes the set of vertices adjacent to $v$. For a vertex subset $V' \subset V$, $\text{Adj}(V') = \{v : v \in V - V' : \exists v_i \in V' \text{ s.t. } v_j \in \text{Adj}(v_i)\}$. 

\[B(GV)\]
\( V_S \subset V \) is a vertex separator if the subgraph induced by \( V - V_S \) has \( k \geq 2 \) connected components. Formally, GPVS is defined as \( \Gamma = \{ V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_k ; V_S \} \), where \( V_i \neq \emptyset \), \( V_i \cap V_S = \emptyset \), \( \mathcal{Adj}(V_i) \subset V_S \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq k \), \( V_1 \cap V_j = \emptyset \) for \( 1 \leq i < j \leq k \), and \( \bigcup_{i=1}^{k} V_i \cup V_S = V \). Note that \( V_S = \emptyset \) is allowed. □

Intuitively, the removal of a vertex separator splits the graph into \( k \) connected components in GPVS. As has been shown by the example above, GPVS is a type of community detection algorithm that corresponds to BBDF structures of sparse rating matrices. The reader might refer to [1] for a mathematical proof of the property.

**Definition 3. Density.** Let \( A \) be an \( m \times n \) matrix, let \( n(A) \) be the number of non-zeros in \( A \), and let \( \text{area}(A) = m \times n \) be the area of \( A \). The density of \( A \) is \( \rho(A) = \frac{n(A)}{\text{area}(A)} \), and the average density of \( k \) matrices \( A_1, \ldots, A_k \) is \( \bar{\rho}(A_1, \ldots, A_k) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} n(A_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} \text{area}(A_i)} \). Let \( \mathcal{G} \) denote the bipartite graph of \( A \); then, \( \rho(\mathcal{G}) \triangleq \rho(A) \), \( \bar{\rho}(G_1, \ldots, G_k) \triangleq \bar{\rho}(A_1, \ldots, A_k) \). □

4. ALGORITHMS

4.1 BBDF Permutation Algorithm

In the BBDF permutation, a basic procedure is performed recursively, which is to permute some rows or columns to borders and to permute the remaining part to construct several diagonal blocks. This recursive framework is known as George’s nested dissection approach [[3], [14], [5]], which has been widely used in fill-reducing orders of sparse matrices. The basic step is equivalent to GPVS on the corresponding user-item bipartite graph, which has been shown in preliminaries. Perhaps the most widely known and used package for graph partitioning is Metis by Karypis [[13]], and we chose the core multilevel graph partitioning routine implemented in Metis as the basic GPVS algorithm.

Most graph partitioning algorithms try to balance the size of resulting subgraphs [[1], [3]], and usually require the expected number of subgraphs to be given in advance. However, this is not necessarily suitable for extracting user-item communities in CF tasks, since it is common that communities may not be evenly divided. In this study, we utilize the density of user-item communities to control the procedure of BBDF permutation because dense subgraphs are usually interpreted as actual communities. This approach has been widely used in community detection tasks [[3]].

The density-based BBDF permutation algorithm requires a parameter \( \rho \) as an input, which is a pre-defined requirement on the minimum average density of diagonal blocks. It conducts the basic procedure on a matrix and recurses on each of the resulting diagonal blocks until the density of a diagonal block has reached the density requirement \( \rho \) or the basic procedure cannot improve the average density any more. Algorithm 1 shows the procedure.

![Figure 3: A toy example for extracting communities](image)

Algorithm 1 BBDF-Permutation(\( A, G, \rho \))

**Require:**

- User-Item rating matrix \( A \).
- Bipartite graph \( G = (V, E) = (R \cup C, E) \) of \( A \). \( \triangleright R \) and \( C \) are row and column vertex sets of \( V \), respectively.
- Density requirement \( \rho \).

**Ensure:**

- Matrix \( A \) be permuted into BBDF structure.
- Submatrices extracted.

1: \( \rho_A \leftarrow \rho(A) \)
2: if \( \rho_A < \rho \) then \( \triangleright \) else do nothing
3: \( V_v \leftarrow \{ V_1, V_2, \ldots, V_k ; V_S \} \) \( \triangleright \) GPVS(\( G \))
4: Permute rows of \( A \) in order of \( R_1 R_2 \ldots R_k R_S \)
5: Permute columns of \( A \) in order of \( C_1 C_2 \ldots C_k C_S \)
6: \( \bar{\rho} \leftarrow \bar{\rho}(D_1 D_2 \ldots D_k) \) \( \triangleright \) \( D_i \) denotes the \( i \)-th diagonal block which corresponds to vertex set \( V_i = R_i \cup C_i \)
7: if \( \bar{\rho} > \rho_A \) then \( \triangleright \) else do nothing
8: for each diagonal block \( D_i \) in \( A \) do
9: \( \text{BBDF-Permutation}(D_i, G_{V_i}, \rho) \) \( \triangleright \) \( G_{V_i} \) is the subgraph induced by vertex set \( V_i \)
10: end for
11: end if
12: end if

Note that, in the 7-th line, we do nothing if the average density of the resulting diagonal blocks is not improved compared with the original matrix, although some diagonals might not have reached the density requirement \( \rho \). Such a diagonal block \( D \) is viewed as a sparse user-item community, and such a case occurs when the density requirement \( \rho \) is set too high. An important reason for using the average density to prevent such diagonals from recursion is that they would result in many small scattered communities with only a few users and items. Proper density requirements give better BBDF structures, and this issue will be discussed with the experimentation below.

4.2 BBDF-based Rating Prediction

A great advantage of the CF framework based on BBDF structure is that any CF algorithm can be used on a submatrix that is made up of diagonal blocks and borders. In this paper, we do not propose new CF algorithms on BBDF structures but instead propose a general CF framework, which makes use of user-item communities. By utilizing the community information, the prediction accuracy tends to be improved. Furthermore, conducting collaborative filtering on smaller and denser submatrices contributes to the scalability of CF algorithms.

The intuitive example shown in Figure 3 will be used to introduce the framework. For each diagonal block, we reconstruct its corresponding community by combining it with borders from different levels. In Figure 3, for example, three submatrices are constructed, which correspond to the diagonal blocks \( A, B \) and \( C \). On each submatrix, any CF algorithm can be conducted to make rating predictions. There could be more than one prediction for user-item pairs from border crosses because they are shared by different submatrices. These predictions are averaged to construct the final prediction for the user-item pairs therein. It is a natural idea that the predictions can be averaged with different weights, but in this paper, we take only the average value. The averaging strategy could be investigated in future work.
5. EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Dataset Description
Experiments were conducted on four real-world datasets to validate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, which are MovieLens-100K, MovieLens-1M, Dianping, and Yahoo! Music dataset.

Among these datasets, MovieLens-100K and MovieLens-1M are from the well-known MovieLens dataset. We also collected a year’s data from a famous restaurant rating website DianPing in China, and selected those users who made 20 or more ratings. The ratings also range from 1 to 5 like the MovieLens dataset. The Yahoo! Music dataset is from KDD Cup 2011 and its ratings range from 1 to 100. Statistics on these four datasets are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Statistics of the four datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MovieLens-100K</th>
<th>MovieLens-1M</th>
<th>Dianping</th>
<th>Yahoo! Music</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#users</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>6,040</td>
<td>11,857</td>
<td>1,000,990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#items</td>
<td>1,682</td>
<td>3,952</td>
<td>22,365</td>
<td>624,961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#ratings</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1,000,209</td>
<td>256,804,235</td>
<td>256,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#ratings/user</td>
<td>165.598</td>
<td>11,857</td>
<td>22,365</td>
<td>410,912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average density</td>
<td>0.0639</td>
<td>0.0419</td>
<td>0.00193</td>
<td>0.000411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These datasets are chosen because they have different sizes and densities. Additionally, two of them have more users than items, and the other two are the opposite. We expect to verify whether the framework works regardless of the size or density of datasets.

5.2 Algorithms and Evaluation Metrics
Four popular CF algorithms were experimented on using the framework. The User-based and Item-based CF algorithms are famous memory based approaches, while SVD and NMF are known to be famous matrix factorization approaches.

User-based: The Pearson correlation was used as user similarities as suggested in [28], and the neighborhood size is $k = 100$.

Item-based: Adjusted cosine similarity was used because it is reported to give the best performance in [29], and $k = 100$ is also used for the neighborhood size.

SVD: We use the popular SVD prediction strategy presented in [16]. Here, the number of factors $k$ is 100, and the regularization coefficient $\lambda$ is 0.015.

NMF: The most commonly used non-negative matrix factorization algorithm in [17] was used to make predictions, and we also used $k = 100$ and $\lambda = 0.015$.

To make a comparison with the literature, we used the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to measure the prediction accuracy in this work. For $N$ rating-prediction pairs $(r_i, \hat{r}_i)$, RMSE is defined as:

$$\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N}(r_i - \hat{r}_i)^2}{N}}$$

Five-fold cross validation was conducted on the MovieLens and Dianping datasets, and the average RMSE was calculated. For the Yahoo! Music dataset, we used its training set and validation set for training and evaluation, respectively.

5.3 BBDF Algorithm Analysis
The most important parameter in the density based BBDF permutation algorithm is the density requirement $\rho$. Low density requirements lead to less and bigger user-item communities, and high density requirements result in more and smaller communities, as shown in Figure 4 where $\rho = 0.005$ and $\rho = 0.01$ are applied to Dianping dataset. An appropriate density requirement is important. If too low, user-item communities hidden in the original rating matrix cannot be extracted properly and completely. But if too high, it will result in many small scattered communities, which may lead to over fitting problems.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between number of extracted communities and density requirement on four datasets. We see that the number of communities rises at first, and tends to be stable after a certain density requirement, as a diagonal block will not be permuted recursively if its average density doesn’t increase after graph partitioning.

5.4 Prediction Accuracy
Experimental results on four datasets show that the proposed CF framework helps existing CF algorithms to improve their accuracy in a large range of density requirements.

The experimental results on the RMSE versus the density requirement is shown in Figure 5. Each sub-figure presents the performance of all of the four CF algorithms on the corresponding dataset. Note that the beginning point of each curve represents the base performance of the CF method on the dataset, and the density requirement of this point is set to the density of the whole rating matrix. As a result, points on a curve below its beginning point mean an improvement on the prediction accuracy, and vice versa.

We must note the fact that the very large number of users and items in the Yahoo! Music dataset makes it unrealistic for current hardware to conduct memory-based CF algo-

---

1.http://www.grouplens.org  
5.5 Scalability and Efficiency

Experiments were conducted on a Linux server with 8 core 3.1GHz CPU and 64GB RAM. For the BBDF permutation algorithm, we averaged the computational time consumed under different density requirements on each of the four datasets, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Computational time of BBDF algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>ML-100K</th>
<th>ML-1M</th>
<th>Dianping</th>
<th>Yahoo! Music</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>85.6ms</td>
<td>1.6s</td>
<td>21.2s</td>
<td>42.6min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experiments show that the computational time of the BBDF algorithm increases along with the scale of rating matrices, but the time used for BBDF permutation is small compared with the CF prediction algorithms. Moreover, once BBDF structures have been constructed, they help to decrease the total prediction time by conducting collaborative filtering on smaller submatrices, especially for user-based and item-based methods. We calculated the average speedups for each CF algorithm on each dataset, as shown in Table 4, where speedup is defined as:

$$Sp = \frac{T_{CF}}{T_{BBDF} + T_{BBDF,CF}}$$

$T_{CF}$ is the time used by a CF prediction algorithm on the whole matrix, $T_{BBDF}$ is the time of the BBDF permutation algorithm, and $T_{BBDF,CF}$ is the time of making CF prediction algorithms using the framework based on BBDF structures. In almost all of the cases, BBDF structures speed up rating prediction; the speedup is obvious especially for nearest neighbor CF methods and large datasets.

Table 4: Speedups by conducting collaborative filtering based on BBDF structures on four datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>ML-100K</th>
<th>ML-1M</th>
<th>Dianping</th>
<th>Yahoo! Music</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User-based</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item-based</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVD</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMF</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigated the relationship between BBDF structures and community detection on user-item bipartite graphs, and we proposed an algorithm that, in fact, need only one intuitional parameter density requirement to permute a matrix into BBDF structures. We further proposed a general collaborative filtering framework that is based on BBDF structures to make rating predictions. Experimental results show that, by utilizing user-item communities contained in these structures, the proposed framework benefits many CF algorithms improving their prediction accuracies, and at the same time contributes to system scalability, which means that BBDF structures tend to be a general and promising framework to improve the performance of existing CF algorithms.
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